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MASTER
ABSTRAi

The most severe thersial loading on the first wall will occur when

the plasma becomes unstable resulting in a hard plasma disruption or at the

end of a discharge when the plasma is dumped on the wall in a very short

period of time. Hard plasma disruptions are of particular concern in

future fusion reactors where the thermal energy of the plasma may reach

values on the order of 300 MJ. Sufficiently high heating rates can occur

to melt the first wall surface, and the temperature can increase resulting

in vaporization. Thermal models are reviewed which treat these problems.
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A - Area of first wall subjected to disruption, cm2,
c « Specific heat, W-sec/g"C.
h * Heat transfer coefficient at cooled surface,

W/cm2-°C.
k. - Thermal conductivity, W/cm-*C.
L * Latent heat of melting, J/g.
I - Slab thickness, cm (Fig. 1),
Q « Total energy deposited to first wall during dis-

ruption, J.
Q » Applied surface heat flux, W/cm2.
S - Defined in Eq. (1), W/cn3.
? - Time, sec.
T « Temperature, °C.
AH • Heat of evaporation, J/g.
Y • Defined by exponential in Eq. (1), cm"1

< » Thermal diffusivity, cm2/sec.
0 " Density, g/cm3.
T - Disruption time, ms.

Subscripts
f - Fluid.
m - Melting,
o « Initial time,
s - Solid.
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of Energy, Washington, DC 2O58S
+By acceptance of this article, the publisher and/or
recipient acknowledge Che U.S. Government'* right to
retain a nonexclusive, royalty-free license in and
to any copyright covering chit paper.

INTRODUCTION

For a deuterium-tritium (D-T) plasma, a large
fraction (^80%) of the fusion energy is released as
^14-MeV neutrons as well as charged particles and
radiation. The neutrons must be slowed down in a re-
latively thick structure, commonly referred to as the
blanket, which surrounds the plasma. The neutron
kinetic energy is converted to high-temperature heat.
As a consequence of the charged particles and radia-
tion, the blanket surface interfacing the plasma or
first wall is exposed to a high heat flux. The heat-
ing t>y neutrons and surface heat is continuously re-
moved from the blanket by a coolant system which is
converted to electricity in a standard thermal cycle,
i.e., a steam or gas turbine cycle in the case of a
power reactor. Since the thennodynamic efficiency of
such a cycle is governed by the operating temperature
of the heat source, the problems of heat removal from
a fusion reactor are of considerable importance. In
addition to being a good moderator of neutrons with
sufficiently good heat transfer characteristics for
efficient heat removal, the blanket must breed triti-
um from lithium for commercial power reactors.

The first wall appears foremost as the region of
concern since all of the emissions from a reacting
plasma may intersect this wall. These include ions
and neutral particles, primary neutrons, x-rays
(Brcmsstrahlung), and cyclotron radiation. In addi-
tion, scattered neutrons and gamma radiation generated
in the blanket regions exterior to the first wall are
also impiged on it. Finally, D-T gas surrounding the
plasma may react chemically with the first wall mate-
rials. One result of these many interactions is the
generation of appreciable heat which can be up to 209!
of the plasma output; thus provision oust be included
for adequate cooling. In most analyses, the above
effects are lumped together as a radiant flux. While
the incident fluxes are absorbed in a snail depth of
any first wall material, the assumption is to treat
the lumped radiant flux as if it were deposited on
the first' wall surface. In heat transfer analyses,
it is an applied heat flux boundary condition. The
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phenomena of sputtering and blistering, chc formation
of gaseous reaction products, and material vaporiza-
tion processes from the first wall may represent the
major sources of impurity in the plasma. Thus, the
first wall can be a limiting mponent in Che reactor
power output due to a large power veneration within
it; and it may also limit plasma performance through
Impurity levels.

The most severe thermal loading on the first
wall will occur when the plasma becomes unstable re-
sulting in a hard plasma disruption, or at the end
of a discharge when the plasma is dumped on the wall
in a very short period of tine. Hard plasma disrup-
tions are of particular concern in future fusion re-
actors where the thermal energy of the plasma may
reach values on the order of 300 MJ for the INTOR de-
sign. Assuming a sufficiently high heating rate to
melt the first wall surface, and if the temperature
increases resulting in vaporization, a phase change
problem arises. If the melted material is sloughed
off the surface as it is formed, the moving boundary
becomes the receding surface of the wall. If the
melted material stays in place and reaches the boil-
Ing temperature, a moving face where vaporization
occurs becomes a boundary in addition to the moving
internal boundary between the liquid and the solid.
Because of the moving boundaries and the differences
between the properties of the liquid and solid states
of the same material, the temperature distribution is
nonlinear.

Prior to a disruption approximately half of the
total plasma energy content is plasma thermal energy
and half is stored magnetic energy. During the dis-
ruption process, perhaps half of the stored magnetic
energy is transformed into plasma thermal energy and
then dissipated In the form of electromagnetic radia-
tion or particle kinetic energy. The mechanism for
energy transfer to the wall is highly dependent upon
the plasma condition. Where the plasma is relatively
"dirty," i.e., contains a high level of impurities,
essentially all of the plasma energy will be trans-
ferred to the wall In the form of electromagnetic
radiation. With this mechanism the energy is trans-
ferred to all of the first wall surfaces in essential-
ly a uniform distribution. If the plasma It very
"clean," however, essentially all of the energy will
be transferred to the walls In the form of kinetic
energy of plasma particles. Presumably, the real
condition in the reactor will be somewhere between
the "dirty" condition and the "clean" condition with
some 01 the energy being transported by both mechan-
isms. The vaporization and melting of the first wall
can effect the conditions of the local plasma, and
the mode of energy transfer from the plasma to the
wall.

Tor example, Sescero1 has postulated that if dur-
ing the early phase of Che disruption the first wall
begins Co vaporize and the vapor penetrates the cold
plasma edge, the first wall may be screened from the
hot plasma Interior by the colder plasma edge. Fur-
ther wall erosion would be prevented. The ability
of the edge plasma to absorb energy would be increas-
ed, and as the disruption proceeds, the vaporised
material would spread out. This clearly implies that,
In addition to heat conduction and phase change at
the first wall, the dynamics of vapor transport need
to be studied and coupled to the equation of motion
and energy governing chc plasma. This has yet to be
done. The local magnetic field, its magnitude, di-
rection, and gradients, can also effect the plant/
wall energy transfer.

The majority of thermal analyses which have
modelled heat transfer in first walls due to plasma

energy disruptions have assumed a uniform heat flux
to the inboard wall of the reactor for the length of
the plasma disruption. The assumption of uniform heat
flux spreadout over the chamber wall seems reasonable
if the mode of energy transport is in the fora of
radiation. Otherwise, the heat flux should rise rapid-
ly to a much higher maximum than the radiation case,
followed by an exponential decay over a much smaller
first wall region. This case does not seen to have
been analyzed. Thermal models for which analyses have
been performed may be categorized as follows: (a)
melting of a solid with melt layer in place;2 (b) melt-
ing of a solid with complete removal of melt (abla-
tion);3 (c) melting/vaporization of the solid;1*'5

and (d) vaporization of the solid but no phase change
affecting the temperature profile.8

In the latter case, the entire incident energy is
conducted Into the first wall, giving rise to a tran-
sient surface temperature. The amount of material
vaporized is calculated separately based on the satur-
ation vapor pressure. In ref. 2, the first wall is
allowed to melt, and the amount of material vaporized
is calculated separately as in the previous case.
Melr.ing and vaporization of the first wall has been
coupled to a model for the dynamics of vapor transport
using the computer code, RELAP-V.7 This model needs
further study, though, in particular the assumptions
that were employed and constraints built into the
program^

There is great uncertainty as to the tine scale
for plasma disruptions. For example, estimates range
from 1 ms to possibly 100 ms, and In some cases, less
than a millisecond. This impacts significantly as to
whether melting and/or vaporization will dominate dur-
ing a disruption. Coupled with other uncertainties,
e.g., mode of plasma energy transport during the dis-
ruption, the plasma impact area, and the degree of
uniformity of the Impact, the conclusions drawn from
heat transfer analyses point to the severity of a
thermal problem for a given set of plasma assumptions.

FIRST WALL JODEL--PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The first wall concept is a relatively thick,
^2 cm or so, structure facing the plasma. This struc-
ture is essentially a thermal mass with cooling tubes
welded or brazed to the rear surface (away fron the
plasma). Three objectives for having the thick wall
are: (i) to protect the cooling tubes from off-normal
energy dumps due to plasma disruptions or thermal
transients; (2) for short pulse lengths, the thermal
mass can significantly reduce the thermal fluctuations
seen by the cooling tubes, reducing the alternating
component of thermal stress, thereby giving a longer
fatigue lifetime; and (3) in anticipation of high
fluxes of charge exchange neutrsls to the first wall
substantial erosion of the first wall by sputtering
appears likely.

The first wall is approximated by a slab geometry
(Figure 1), the surface Interfacing the plasma sub-
jected to an applied heat flux (Bremsstrahlung en-
ergy, etc.), while the rear surface is correctively
cooled.

Volumetric heating is due to neutron and gamma
energy. While steady-state analyses yield the maxi-
mum temperatures, there are a wide range of tlae-
dependent conditions which are anticipated. For exam-
ple, in the case of steady-state comMrsial power re-
actors (long plasma burn), the dominant modi of tem-
perature behavior will be steady state. In contrast,
for explrlmental or near-term reactors, plasma burn
times mayonly be tens of seconds, with dwell times
the same order of magnitude or greater, so that a
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Fig. 1 One-diaiensioi.-V geometry.

steady, periodic temperature behavior will pers i s t .
Since the volumetric internal heat generation

can be closely approximated by a decaying exponential
function, the one-dimensional, time-dependent heat
conduction equation may be written as :

32T 3T

3x~ 3t

So

pc
(1)

subject to the following boundary and i n i t i a l condi-
t ions,

~k Ix" v u > >

and

T , t (2b)

Here, T Is the temperature while So and Y are param-
eters dependent on plasma conditions as well as blan-
ket structural material and are derived from the re-
sults of a neutronics analysis. Qo is thn incident
flux to the first wall and is assumed to be a certain
percentage of the plasma output, usually of the order
of 202. The heat transfer coefficient, h, and the
mean fluid temperature, Tf, are assumed known. He
assume the blanket structure is at some temperature,
To, at time t-0.

The applied flux, Q0;(t), represents a flux,
Qo, which is "on" for time, Ti(*(t)«l) and "off" for
time, T-TJ($(t)-0) with period, T. The general solu-
tion to Eq. (1), subject to Eqs. (2a,b) and the above
flux, is given in ref. 8, and will not be repeated
here.

Suddenly, a plasma disruption occurs, and the
front face of Che first wall is exposed to a uniform
burst of radiant energy, Q, which is deposited on
the inboard first wall area during a tlm* interval, ~.
The disruption is assumed to be initiated during the
period when first wall temperature* reach steady
state.

Given the above assumptions about the mode of
plasma energy transport and the area over which the
energy is deposited, the first wall thermal response
is a function of the time scale for plasma disruption,
the forces acting on the first wall during the disrup-
tion, and the plasma/wall interaction itself.

For example, if the slab is heated to the melting
point, Tm, and the melted material is not sloughed off,
vaporization can ensue. Another possibility is that
the melted material is ablated. At this point, we are
not in a position to say In a definitive say which case
or cases do or will occur as a function of the plasma/
wall interaction. Consequently, several mechanisms
have been postulated and their consequences analyzed.

In either the region of melted material or in
the solid material, the temperature distribution is
adequately described by the heat conduction equation,
Eq. (1), with appropriate constant local values for
the thermal conductivity, specific heat, and density.
The neutron and gamma heating source term is a second
order effect since surface heating dominates, and has
been neglected in plasma disruption analyses.

Case A: Melting of a solid.
In the general problem of melting of a solid,

there exists a temperature distribution in both the
liquid and solid phases. A constant'heat flux, q, is
applied for a short period of time, r, at one face of
a finite slab which is initially at some uniform tem-
perature below the melting point; the other face of
the slab is at its initial temperature. Eventually,
the slab begins to melt. The problem is to determine
how the melting propagates and how the temperature is
distributed in the melted and unmelted portions of the
slab.

During the rise time to the melting temperature,
the heat transfer in the first wall is conduction or
diffusion limited. If no.phase change occurs, to
calculate the surface temperature at Che heated face
and rise time, the slope of the first wall surface
temperature matches the energy input according to:

3T 0
3x * TA (3)

While the slab is finite, we may treat it as c
semi-Infinite solid during its early moments of heat-
ing. Solving Eq. (1), subject to the boundary condi-
tions, Eq. (3), Che temperature history is given by:9

T - T lerfc (4)

where To> assumed uniform throughout at the maximum
steady-state value, represents the slab temperature
at c«0.

The surface temperature rise at x»0 for any c is
simply:

T= " To " 1V1TT" • (5)

To calculate the r ise time to melting, we set , T -T ,
t - t , so that: ' s m

W
AT

(6)

At time, t-tm, Che surface temperature has risen Co
the melting temperature nnd the phase change ensues.
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At any Instant after melting starts, the slab con-
sists of distinct liquid and solid portions contain-
ing melted and unmelted material (see Figure 2). The

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of melting problem.

interface or melt line between these two regions, Is
specified by the function, 5(t) which gives the thick-
ness of the liquid region at time, t. The problem is
to determine the thickness of melt and the temperature
distribution in the liquid and solid region, so as to
satisfy the heat conduction equation in both regions,
as well as the boundary conditions:

k

3T2
"k2 3x

TABLE 1—PROJECTED SURFACE HEAT LOADS AND MAXIMUM SUR-
FACE TEMPERATURE DUE TO PLASMA DISRUPTIONS

Time, ms

5
10
20

*
Average energy flux »

10,500*
W/cm2

850*C

210 J/cm2.

12,500
W/cm2

1000'C

25,000
W/cm2

950*C
1350*C

M00
A-19Q0O * / • » ' m i 10 at)
1-11900 W/tm* TOR tOiM)
C-H000 Want' HM 5 mn

(7)

0 10 20 30 «0

inHII-m

Fig. 3 First-wall surface temperature as a function
of time.

, and (8)

5(o)

The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the melted and solid
regions, respectively. In addition to conditions (7)
and (8), Eq. (3) must also be satisfied at x«0 for
t>tm as well.

The general solution to Eq. (1), subject to Eqs.
(3), (7), and (8), has been treated by the approximate
integral method,1" and more recently, by sen''.s solu-
tion.11 Neither case treats, though, a pulsed heat
source so that the approximate integral method and
series solution neeJ zo be reworked Co allow for cool
down after the plasma disruption.

In raf. 2, ensuing melting and melting of the
first wall has been calculated using the finite dif-
ference code, HEATING-V.12 While the analysis for the
rise time given by Eq. (6) is not used in HEATING-V,
it nevertheless, gives the same results as HEATT.NG-V.

Transient heat response during plasma disruptions
has been analyzed for the projected surface heat loads,
listed In Table 1. The corresponding maxlaum surface
temperatures are also listed. Figure 3 indicates
first wall surface temperature, as a function of tine.
The calculations account for the latent heat of! fusion
of the aluminum structure. For the projected surface
heat load of 25,000 U/cm2 applied for 10 msec, the
peak surface temperature reached 1350*C, with a melt-
ing of the top 0.03 cm during the disruption (Figure
4). The surface fully solidifies within 10 msec after
the end of the disruption.

CASE I

UOOOW/l.'fOIIOmut
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Fig. 4 Temperature distribute inside aluminum first
wall.

Whan a solid is heated to a teaperature well
above 0 K, some of the atoms tha': are in the high en-
ergy tail of the thermal energy distribution will have
sufficient energy to overcome the surface binding en-
ergy. If the momentum of these atoms at the surface
is directed away from the surface, they will evaporate.
Evaporation rates, dn/dt, froa a surface at tempera-
ture, T,, can generally be estimated froa the equili-
brium vapor pressure, p, of the solid material:"



dn
dt

3.5x10',22 P(T )

where a is Che probability that an atom £rom the gas
phase sticks at the surface (generally, o«l), p is
the vapor pressure, M is the mass number, and T s is
the surface temperature. Vapor pressure curves for
metals may be described by:

p - (11)

where AH is the heat of evaporation when the surface
layer is melted. For a solid surface, AH is the heat
of sublimation. The Boltzman constant is k_.

Assuming the Behrisch model,6 Eq. (10), for
vaporization losses are "'3 ug/cnr during a disruption.
About 103 disruptions are expected during the 10°
pulse lifetime of INTOR13 (6.6 MW(th) yr/m2), so chat
the total vaporization loss is insignificant for this
condition. Higher heat fluxes would, of course, re-
sult in larger vaporization losses. Lower thermal
conductivity materials, such as stainless sttel, ap-
pear Co have much higher vaporization loss rates.

With regard to the thermal analysis, the. open
question Is what happens to the melt layer formed dur-
ing the disruption? Should the melt l»yev be removed
by the magnetic pressure as produced by eddy currents
in the wall during the disruption, the actual erosion
rate for aluminum would be greater than the rate due
to evaporation. An analysis of this case is made in
the next Section.

Resent results from PI.1;11* and the Doublet experi-
ments*5 tend to show melting with some erosion fol-
lowed by resolidification on limiters.

Case B: Melting of a solid uli-h fnmp1i.t-» T-»WH,31 r.f
melt (ablationi.

If the melting liquid is completely removed as
it is formed, as in the process of ablation, the sur-
face recedes with time, the surface temperature re-
mains constant at Che phase-change temperature, and a
temperature distribution exists only in the remaining
solid, Figure 5.

LIQUID

SOLID

T(x,t)

a-C-H

-INITIAL SURFACE
AT t»0

Fig. 5 Melting solid with complete removal of melt.

To analyze this problem, we assume that a semi-
infinite solid is heated by sudden application of a
constant heac flux, q, to the surface, x-0. At time,
t"0, the first wall surface temperature is at the
steady-state value. As time progresses, the surface
temperature rises to the melting tanperature. During
this rise tine, the heat transfer in the first wall
is conduction-limited and can be calculated as pre-
viously discussed. As phase change ensues, the melt-
ed material is removed; thus, the boundary of the
solid and the melt time are identical and located at
x-5(t). The temperature distribution in the solid
penetrates to a depth «(t). The temperature for
x>5(t) is the constant T .

The heat balance at the melting face is:

), t>0, (12)

where Lg is the latent heat of melting, all properties
are referred to solid at the melting point. The con-
stant heat flux, q"Q/TA, represents the heat flow in-
to the solid with total energy, Q, dumped on an area,
A, in time, T.

The general solution to Eq. (1), subject to Eq.
(12), has been treated by the approximate integral
method, but not for a pulsed heat source. The speci-
fic application to the plasma disruption problem has
been studied In ref. 3. The Grumman Q-Star ablation
program was used to perform the analysis. The program
is based on one-dimensional conduction with a moving
boundary.

Figures 6 and 7 show the thermal responses of
aluminum and stainless steel for representative plasma
neat loads and plasma dump times. The curves labelled
nodes 1, 2, etc., refer to the initial location of
these nodes. As energy is supplied to the front sur-
face of the first wall and melting ensues, the cells
containing these modes loss mass giving rise to the
irregular shape of the temperature curves. In other
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PEAK HEAT FLUX:

10.5 hW/cm2

PLASMA DUMP TIME: 20ms

ORIGINAL NODE LOCATION
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Fig. 6
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Fig , 9 Material l o s s due to d i s rupt ion .
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Fig. 7

words, as material is lost during melting, a given cell
does not contain the same material that it contained
at time equal zero.

Figures S and 9 give the material loss of the
first wall as a function of disruption tine for Al and

63kW/cm* 3 l - 5 k W / e i n*

TIME, ms

Fig. 8 Material loss due to disruption.

stainless steel under various heat flux loading condi-
tions. For low heat fluxes and short disruption tines,
e.g., 10 kW/cm2 and disruption times up to 10 its, vir-
tually no material is lost from the first wall for
either stainless steel or aluminum materials. As the
heat flux increases and/or the disruption M m e in-
creases from time equal to zero significantly more
material is depleted from the first wall.

While aluminum tends to show significantly more
material ablated than stainless steel at the higher
heat flux, the 2-cm thick stainless steel wall is
unrealistic. The stainless wall will be restricted to
a maximum of 1 cm or less due to thermal stress con-
siderations in realisr.ic designs. Consequently, the
material ablated from the stainless steel can also
become significant for a thinner wall structure.

The ablation model is the most severe from the
standpoint of material lost from the first wall dur-
ing a disruption. Since the FLT and Doublet results
tend to show melting followed by solidification on
llaiters, the question as to whether or not the ex-
treme ablative case indicated here will be observed
in future machines or experiments requires more teats
on fusion devices during disruptive periods.

Case C: Melting and vaporization of a solid.
In this case, the melt stays in place and the

temperature of one heated surface reaches the boiling
temperature. As a result of the heating process, a
moving boundary is formed between the liquid and
solid regions and the receding face of the slab is at
the boiling temperature. In the general problem of
melting and vaporization, there exists a temperature
distribution in both the liquid and tha solid phase.

To analyze this problem, as in the previous caaa,
wt assume that the slab is heated by the suddtn appli-
cation of a constant heat flux, q, to the surface,
x-0. At tlae, t-0, the first wall temperature is at
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steady state. As Lime progresses, Che surface temper-
ature rises to the melting temperature, and the phase
change ensues. The melted material remains in place
until it reaches the boiling temperature, at which
point the vaporized material leaves the surface. The
boundary between the liquid region and the solid region
moves at a rate designated by d£/dt. The conditions
at the melt line, x»b, are designated by:

T2(b,t)

and
3T I .
3x~

Lm Pd7

(13)

(14)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the melt and
solid regions, respectively.

When vaporization occurs at the surface, x-0,
which is moving at a position, x"a, the boundary con-
dition is:

Hiq + k.
dn

Lv°d7
(15)

where dn/dt is the velocity with which the surface is
receding as it vaporizes. The heat conduction equa-
tion, Eq. (1), must be solved in both the liquid and
the solid regions.

Variants of this scenario and simplification to
the general problem may be envisaged. For example,
for materials of interest such as aluminum and stain-
less steel, the ratio of the latent heats of fusion
and evaporization is so small compared with unit, so
that the discontinuity at the melting boundary can be
ignored to a good approximation. In essence, this
removes the coupling between the melt and solid re-
gions. The solid is assumed to be at the melting
temperature and the vapor is Immediately removed. Thus,
a temperature distribution exists only in the liquid
phase. The maximum rate of vaporization from a mate-
rial is simply proportional to the surface heat flux.
There is an initial pre-heating time before the sur-
face starts to evaporate which for any given material
depends upon the surface heat flux (according to an
inverse square law). Solutions are found by using a
perturbation expansion, the expansion parameter, c,
being the ratio of the heat loss by conduction to that
by evaporation, i.e., e » STTv/Lv, where c~ is the aver-
age value of the specific heat over the range (0,Tv).
This analysis has been applied to a plasma disruption
problem in ref. 16.

In ref. 5, it is assumed that the plasma energy
deposition time is short enough (milliseconds) and the
depth of the affected region is so small (tens of
micrometers) that only vaporization of the steel is
important. Significant transport of metal in the
liquid phase is not considered for the thin regions
and short dump times of interest.

SUMMARY

A description of the plasma disruption problem
and potential consequences to tht first wall is made.
In spite of the uncertainties in parameters such as
plasma disruption time, magnitude of energy deposited,
and disruption area (and mode of energy transport),
some estimates of the impact of these parameters on
the severity of the problem is shown. A key unre-
solved question is what happens to the melt layer
iormed during a disruption. Depending on the assump-

tions used, significantly different results are ar-
rived at as to the amount of material ablated or
vaporized. High thermal conductivity materials such
as aluminum would be preferable compared with stain-
less steel whose thermal conductivity is an order of
magnitude lower if the melt layer is not a problem.
Even if the melt layer is a problem, since thermal
stress severely limits the thickness of the stainless
steel first wall, a high thermal conductivity mate-
rial may well be preferable. Volumetric heating of
the first wall by neutrons and gamma rays are a sec-
ond order effect so that the thermal response is dom-
inated by the surface heat flux. In conclusion, the
plasma disruption phenomenon can have a significant
impact on the life time of the first wall in magnet-
ically-confined fusion reactors. The assumptions one
makes concerning the modes of energy transfer as well
as the area, location, and physical effects such as
loss-of-the-melt layer, can significantly effect the
severity of the heat transfer results. Even if the
plasma physics evolves to the point where future ma-
chines can be made to operate in regimes free of
plasma Instabilities, one must still consider other
potential disruptive mechanisms. For example, a mag-
net transient may cause the plasma to disrupt, and de-
posit its energy on the first wall. Even if there are
only a f«w disruptions during the life of future ma-
chines, the thermal response of the first wall is
important as these results have shown.
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